Are intron positions correlated with regions of high amino acid conservation? For a set of ancient conserved proteins, with intronless prokaryotic but intron-containing eukaryotic homologs, multiple sequence alignments identified residues invariant throughout evolution. Intron positions between codons show no preferences. However, introns lying after the first base of a codon prefer conserved regions, markedly in glycines. Because glycines are in excess in conserved regions, this behavior could reflect phase-one introns entering glycine residues randomly in the ancestral sequences. Examination of intron positions within codons of evolutionarily invariable amino acids showed that roughly 50% of these introns are bordered by guanines at both 5Ј-and 3Ј-ends, 25% have a G only before the intron, and 5% have a G only after the intron, whereas about 20% are bordered by nonguanine bases.
Introduction
The genes of complex eukaryotes are interrupted by introns. Explanations for the origins of these introns are that either they were added (Logsdon Jr. 1998 ), as adventitious elements or by splicing between gene duplications (Venkatesh, Ning, and Brenner 1999) , to previously continuous genes or they arose because the gene in question was assembled by exon shuffling (Doolittle 1978; Gilbert 1978) or by a combination of the two processes. The distinction between these two views is the sharpest for ancient conserved proteins (ACPs) shared by prokaryotes and eukaryotes. For ACPs, an introns-late model requires that all the introns in the eukaryotic branch were added during evolution because the ancestral form of the gene would be the one that appears in the prokaryotes, and there was no exon shuffling in the eukaryotic form. On an introns-early or mixed model, some or all of the intron positions could have been left over from exon shuffling in the progenote, the introns being lost down the prokaryotic line.
Recent arguments Roy et al. 1999 ) support this mixed model. In a set of ACPs of known three-dimensional structure, phase-zero intron positions, which lie between the codons, were correlated with the boundaries of certain sizes of modules, compact regions of peptide chain, whereas phase-one and -two introns, which lie after the first and second base of a codon, were not. Such a correlation with three-dimensional structure would not be expected if introns had been added to previously existing genes but would follow if the original genes had been assembled through exon shuffling. This suggests that some of the phasezero introns were ancient but that most introns of phases one and two and many of phase zero were added to the ACP genes.
One explanation for intron structure correlation in an introns-added-late model is that the process by which introns are added to genes, presumably as transposable elements inserting into a DNA or RNA sequence, might be mutagenic and hence change the amino acid sequence of the protein product. Thus, one might expect to see a preference for introns in regions where the amino acid sequence is not critical and a dearth of introns in regions of high amino acid conservation. Such a propensity might, in turn, lead to a correlation between introns and aspects of the three-dimensional structure of the protein, if it were to be the case that the boundaries of modules corresponded to regions of low amino acid conservation and the cores of modules, to regions of high amino acid conservation.
To test this conjecture we have examined the correlation between intron positions and conserved residues. We essentially use the set of ACPs that de explored. For each member of that set, we took as a reference sequence the sequence corresponding to the three-dimensional structure. We identified a large number of homologs, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic, for each sequence and, by making multiple alignments, identified amino acids that were identical across all the homologs. This is a region of highest conservation, which consists of amino acids that are identical in both the prokaryotic and eukaryotic homologs. We then assigned intron positions in the eukaryotic homologs to the reference sequences by pairwise alignment of the relevant sequences, using a computer program that searches the database and identifies intron positions. We find that for phase-zero intron positions, there is no preference to be flanked by codons of evolutionarily invariable amino acids. However, phase-one intron positions show a significant preference to be found within codons of evolutionarily invariable amino acids.
Materials and Methods

Ancient Genes Used in the Study
We used a previously published sample of 44 ancient genes Roy et al. 1999; Fedorov et al. 2001) . To define ACPs, we used a stricter criterion than that used by de Souza et al. 1998 . Our criterion required that there be at least one prokaryoticeukaryotic homologous pair with an E-value Ͻ10
Ϫ5
(FASTA) and a global identity greater than 16%. Of the 44 ancient proteins used previously (de Souza et al. 1AMA  2AAA  3MDD  1ADD  1ADB  3ADK  1AD3  1ALD  1AJA  1DLA  1PPI  1RAA  1ASY  8CAT  1CTS  1SDY  1CCR  1DHF  3LAD  1EFT  1GBG  1DPG  3GPD  1HRD  1GPA  1GRA  1AMY  1ATR  2LDX  4MDH  1MSD  1NDL  1PDA  3PFK  3PGK  3PGM  1PKM  2TRX  1TIM  1CLX   M12105  X52755  U40845  U73107  M12272  J04809  M74542  K02300  AE000145  U13694  M18785  AE000495  U30812  D89812  M21197  J03279  M63704  J00139  J03490  M94204  P00924  1421566  L23961  D90819  X04265  X15722  K02637  Y00371  X04752  U20352  X59445  X13107  X12614  AF008220  AL023780  AF029843  X15800  M12779  M11941  X15429   408  476  385  349  374  194  446  363  449  314  496  310  490  498  437  150  111  182  472  405  436  485  334  449  828  461  403  383  331  333  198  152  305  320  415  230  530  108  248  345   33  4  21  6  49  18  37  30  17  15  12  10  23  15  7  30  18  15  29  51  28  20  36  13  19  31  21  80  27  11  15  18  10  14  18  9  22  10  9  4 1998), only 41 fulfilled this criterion. We also excluded the ornithine carbamoyltransferase gene (1ort) from the initial sample of 44 ACR proteins because it is homologous to the aspartate carbamoyltransferase gene (1raa) from the same sample. Table 1 lists the 40 sequences and the number of homologs that were aligned with Clustal W. For each of the 40 ACPs, we took the amino acid sequence from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) file (the same that were used by de Souza et Roy et al. 1999; Fedorov et al. 2001 ) as a reference sequence, except for hsp 70, where a translated GenBank sequence, Y00371, was used as reference sequence because the homolog in PDB was much shorter than the other homologs.
Obtaining Homologous Sequences
To obtain homologous sequences, an amino acid sequence database was created from GenBank release 110. Sequences homologous to the reference sequences were identified by FASTA, version 3.1t13 (Pearson and Lipman 1988) , using the criterion of an E-value Ͻ10 Ϫ5 against this database. The sequences were then further filtered by a criterion of 16% identity for the maximumalignable region with their reference sequences after the multiple alignment. These criteria were imposed as an iterative process. A more stringent criterion failed to identify many of the ancient homologs, whereas a less stringent criterion caused very bad alignments in which no or very few conserved sites could be identified. The E-value cutoff alone is not enough to identify the homologs, because the search frequently identifies a small block with high similarity, which does not necessarily mean a protein homologous to the query.
Multiple Alignment and Identification of Conserved Sites at Three Levels
Multiple alignments of the homologous sequences were performed using Clustal W Version 1.74 (Thompson, Higgins, and Gibson 1994 Sequences that yielded very large gaps or other very bad alignments were discarded by visual inspection. All studied multiple alignments are available from our website: http://mcb.harvard.edu/gilbert/invariantsites.
Mapping of Intron Positions
An intron-exon database (EID; Saxonov et al. 2000) derived from GenBank release 105 was the source of introns. This relatively old version of GenBank was chosen specifically to be very close to the previously published set of intron positions Roy et al. 1999 ). To map introns from homologous genes onto a reference sequence, we used our INTRON-MAP program (Fedorov et al. 2001 ). This program precisely maps intron positions, taking into account intron phases.
Intron Phases
Intron phases are defined as the position of an intron within a codon. Phases zero, one, and two are, according to the normal definitions, introns lying before a codon or after the first or second base, respectively, but we have also used the term phase three to describe an intron that lies after a codon. Table 2 shows the number of introns found in the invariant residues in phases zero, one, and two and also lists introns in phase three, after a residue, to display any boundary effects on intron positions before or after an evolutionarily invariable site. Because the invariable amino acid has always been the same, if an intron was there from the beginning of evolution, it would always have been either before, after, or within this particular amino acid. Only 15% of all the residues are invariantly conserved. Table 3 compares the observed and expected totals. There is a large excess of introns in phase one with an extremely high 2 , but there is not much deviation from randomness for introns that lie next to codons or in phase two. Figure 1 shows that the phase-one introns lie primarily in glycine codons. However, glycine itself is in striking excess among the invariant residues. functioning, show a preference for glycine, histidine, proline, and tryptophan, amino acids that are likely to play an important role in maintaining structure or function. Glycine is in the greatest excess, reflecting its position as the smallest amino acid playing an essential role in residue packing. For these ACPs, phase-one and phase-two intron positions are likely to be the result of the addition of introns Roy et al. 1999) . A phase-one intron in glycine lies between two guanine residues. Because the residue has always been glycine at this position, such an intron would have been added between two guanine residues. Are all introns added into GG sequences? In these conserved regions, the invariant residues have always been the same since the progenote, so one knows something about the relevant codons. To account for the excesses and depletions shown in figure 2, we normalized the frequency of introns in invariant residues to the frequency of that residue in the reference sequences. Table  4 lists those normalized percentages. Thus, one can estimate the probabilities of the introns entering into a sequence whose codon frequencies correspond to the amino acid frequencies in the reference sequences. Consider phase one. Only the glycine codon has a GG sequence around the phase-one position: 49% of all the phase-one introns could enter glycine codons. How many phase-one introns would have entered such that they had a guanine before them or a guanine after them? Table 4 shows 78% with guanine before and 55% with guanine after. Lastly, 16% of such introns would have entered dinucleotide sequences with no guanines.
Results and Discussion
The frequencies for the phase-zero and the phasetwo introns provide some confirmation of these estimates. The base immediately following a phase-zero intron is determined; so the table of frequencies implies that about 47% of phase-zero introns have a guanine after them. Phase-two introns follow a guanine about 47% to 72% of the time (because the arginine or serine codons are undetermined). Overall, these guanine compositions after the phase-zero or before the phase-two introns are consistent with the numbers deduced from the phase-one introns, about 75% with G before and about 50% with G after.
We conclude that introns do not avoid conserved regions, but, on the contrary, there is an excess of phaseone introns in the conserved regions, and there is no particular bias for phase-zero or phase-two introns. The excess of phase-one introns in the invariant residues is related to the excess of glycines in the conserved regions. If the introns had integrated randomly into glycines in the overall sequence, there would be an excess of introns almost equal to this excess of introns in the invariant residues. There is no support for the argument that introns favoring unconserved regions are the basis for the correlation with protein structure.
The data demonstrate that added introns show a strong bias for guanine residues, but not a total requirement. Although about 75% enter after a guanine residue and 50% lie between two guanines, still a small fraction, about 20%, does not enter at guanines. Because, in general, the sequences in the exons around the introns do not show such an extreme bias for guanines , the exon sequences must be able to mutate away without affecting the splicing.
